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Abstract: A tunable Fabry-Perot interferometer (TFPI)-type wavelength filter designed for the
long-wavelength infrared (LWIR) region is fabricated using micro electro mechanical systems (MEMS)
technology and the novel polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) micro patterning technique. The structure of
the proposed infrared sensor consists of a Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI)-based optical filter and
infrared (IR) detector. An amorphous Si-based thermal IR detector is located under the FPI-based
optical filter to detect the IR-rays filtered by the FPI. The filtered IR wavelength is selected according
to the air etalon gap between reflectors, which is defined by the thickness of the patterned PDMS.
The 8 µm-thick PDMS pattern is fabricated on a 3 nm-thick Al layer used as a reflector. The air
etalon gap is changed using the electromagnetic force between the permanent magnet and solenoid.
The measured PDMS gap height is about 2 µm, ranging from 8 µm to 6 µm, with driving current
varying from 0 mA to 600 mA, resulting in a tunable wavelength range of 4 µm. The 3-dB bandwidth
(full width at half maximum, FWHM) of the proposed filter is 1.5 nm, while the Free Spectral Range
(FSR) is 8 µm. Experimental results show that the proposed TFPI can detect a specific wavelength at
the long LWIR region.

Keywords: FPI; IR detector; optical filter

1. Introduction

Infrared spectrometers that can detect specific wavelengths in the infrared (IR) region are required
for various applications, such as in automobiles, military, medical treatment, and analysis, and there
is an increased demand for improvements in spectroscopic technology. Therefore, in recent years,
various studies have focused on IR detection sensors using IR spectrometry [1–3]. Among them, some
studies focus on the tunable Fabry-Perot interferometer (TFPI) to finely control the wavelength range
while using optical filters [4–6].

TFPI optical filters offer controllable optical wavelength resolutions and are employed as
core components in Wavelength Division Multiplexer (WDM) networks [7], different methods of
spectroscopy [8,9], and sensor applications [10–12]. In particular, MEMS (Microelectromechanical
systems)-based TFPI filters are widely studied, owing to their advantageous features, including
miniaturization, batch processing, cost-effectiveness, and insensitive polarization working. Generally,
TFPI filters mainly consist of two independent mirrors with an air etalon gap. Multiple instances of light
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interference occur when some light passes through the input mirror. As a result, the set of a particular
wavelength is determined at the output stage. By varying the distance or the refractive index between
the mirrors, the wavelength characteristics can be varied over a wide range of wavelengths, facilitating
the development of a tunable optical filter. A common method to create TFPI filters is to fabricate two
movable parallel mirrors [13–16]. In principle, the distance between the mirrors can be adjusted with
high accuracy while maintaining other parameters related to the two mirrors.

Previously reported TFPI-type wavelength filters primarily used an electrostatic force,
and thermally operate in the visible- and near-IR light regions. However, there are drawbacks,
such as high voltage, a narrow wavelength region, and difficulty of fabrication for the mid- and far-IR
wavelength regions [17,18]. Furthermore, because an electrostatic force is applied to the upper and
lower mirrors to adjust the distance between them, there is a disadvantage in that the detection of IR
light is difficult because of the noise and low resolving power that is caused by the deterioration of
parallelism of mirrors [19]. To date, owing to the many difficulties that are associated with this field
of research, there have been few studies on the fabrication of TFPI-type wavelength filters that can
operate in the far-IR light region. Because the distance between the upper and lower mirrors must be at
least 7 µm for it to operate in the far-IR light region, it is difficult to fabricate TFPI, which operates in the
far-IR light region, while using electrostatic forces [20–23]. Other drawbacks include the difficulty that
is involved in fabrication using semiconductor processes, and, when compared with the wavelength
filters that operate at low wavelengths, a very high voltage is required when the distance between the
upper and lower mirrors is increased [24,25]. Furthermore, there is another disadvantage in that the
parallelism of mirrors is decreased because the bending of mirrors occurs owing to the electrostatic
force that is applied between the two mirrors.

Previously, we reported previously a Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI)-based IR spectrometer
by developing a novel polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) patterning technique. The PDMS served as
supporting layer to provide an air gap, and its thickness was controlled by the fabrication process
parameters (etching time or etcher concentration). Once the fabrication of the FPI was completed,
the thickness of PDMS was fixed, giving a specific wavelength characteristic [20].

In this study, to make improvements while considering these drawbacks, a TFPI-type IR light
sensor was fabricated using an electromagnetic force. The focus of this study is to develop a supporting
material between the upper and lower mirrors, and to filter the wavelengths in the wide region of the
far-IR light. To adjust the distance between the mirrors using stress, PDMS, which has a high elastic
force, was selected as a supporting material between the upper and lower mirrors. Moreover, a novel
PDMS pattern technique was developed, because patterns of PDMS with a high aspect ratio were first
required to have high deformation by stress. Second, there were many drawbacks in conventional
pattern techniques with respect to their application to this experiment. To apply stress between the
upper and lower mirrors, they were fabricated in such a way that wide spectrum detection would
be facilitated using the electromagnetic force that is present between an ultra-small solenoid and
permanent magnet. For the reflective film that was employed as the mirror, a silicon wafer was
structurally etched, and aluminum was deposited while using micro electro mechanical systems
(MEMS) technology. The thickness of the deposited aluminum was adjusted, and by comparing the
transmittances, a thickness of aluminum with an appropriate transmittance was used for the reflective
film. To detect the infrared light, a bolometer-type IR light sensing method was chosen, which has
high electrical resistance changes that result from a temperature increase due to the incidence of IR
light; in this study, the widely used α-Si was chosen [26]. The fabricated TFPI-type wavelength filter
can operate better in the far-IR region when compared to conventional filters, and, as a single device,
it exhibited the characteristic of filtering wavelengths over a very large region. IR light having a certain
wavelength, which penetrates the TFP wavelength filter, can be detected when it is incident on the
bolometer-type IR detector [27,28].
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2. Experimental Details

2.1. Fabrication of TFPI

The fabrication process of the proposed TFPI-based IR spectrometer is divided into two parts:
the upper and lower substrates. Figure 1 shows the fabrication sequence of the proposed TFPI-based
spectrometer’s upper and lower parts.

A p-type 6”-silicon wafer is used as the upper substrate. First, the wet oxidation process was
conducted to grow an SiO2 layer on the Si wafer, and the SiO2 layer on the back side of the Si wafer was
patterned by photolithography and a wet etching process, sequentially. The patterned SiO2 layer serves
as mask layer in the Si wet anisotropic etching process while using a tetramethylammonium hydroxide
(TMAH) solution. The thickness of the fabricated membrane is about 30 µm. Next, the aluminum (Al)
layer was deposited on front side of the Si wafer for fabricating the upper reflector. Finally, a supporting
column utilizing PDMS was fabricated on the front side of the Si wafer by photolithography and
dry etching.

The lower part of the IR light sensor comprises a lower mirror and IR detector, and the IR detector
is positioned under the lower substrate of the TFPI. Silicon oxide with a thickness of 1 µm, which will
be used as an insulator film of the bolometer and substrate, is grown on the P-type 6”-Si substrate while
using a 6” furnace. α-Si, which is used for the IR light-detection part, is deposited using low-pressure
chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD). The process is carried out at 580 ◦C and 250 mTorr atmospheric
pressure, and after injecting SiH4 and PH3 in a 100:1 ratio, 500 Å α-Si is deposited. Subsequently,
for α-Si, AZ5214 PR is patterned while using the photolithography process, and it is etched using SF6

gas with the reactive-ion etching (RIE) dry etching process. Then, the annealing process is conducted in
nitrogen at 400 ◦C for 30 min. For the electrode that is used to measure the resistance of the bolometer’s
sensing film, a 2000 Å thick layer of Au is deposited, and while using the lift-off process, patterning is
conducted. α-Si has a characteristic whereby the resistance of the material changes according to the
temperature change. Therefore, to increase the temperature of the α-Si sensing film by absorbing the IR
light, a 2000 Å thick layer of Si3N4 is deposited on the α-Si at 200 ◦C for 12 min using plasma-enhanced
chemical vapor deposition. With respect to the aluminum (Al) used as the lower mirror of TFPI, 30 Å
was deposited to obtain a 30% transmittance. More detailed fabrication processes have been described
in [20].
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Figure 2 shows the IR detector of the fabricated IR light sensor. α-Si was patterned in a square
shape, and to minimize the heat loss, Au was deposited with a thin pattern. Then, by depositing Si3N4

and Au on α-Si to absorb the IR light, both the aluminum used as the lower mirror and α-Si were
insulated. By doing this, the penetrated IR light of the lower mirror was absorbed in Si3N4, and because
the temperature of α-Si was changed, owing to the temperature change of Si3N4, the resistance of
α-Si was decreased and the IR light could be detected. Finally, by exposing the upper substrate to O2

gas and the plasma in the vacuum state for 30 s, the surface energy was increased, after which it was
bonded to the lower substrate in the vacuum state.
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Figure 2. Microscope picture of fabricated bolometer.

2.2. PDMS Pattern Process and Design

Conventionally, pattern methods for PDMS are largely divided into three types: a PDMS pattern
technique using photo PDMS, a PDMS pattern technique using a mold, and a PDMS pattern technique
using RIE dry etching. However, conventional PDMS pattern techniques have several disadvantages
in terms of their application to this experiment. Regarding the PDMS pattern technique while using
photo PDMS, it is difficult to fabricate a pattern that has a high aspect ratio, and in this experiment, it is
difficult to apply the PDMS pattern technique using a mold because a PDMS film is left behind, along
with the desired pattern. Further, it is difficult to apply the PDMS pattern technique that uses RIE dry
etching because of damage to the substrate after etching PDMS. Therefore, in this experiment, a PDMS
pattern process is designed to fabricate clear PDMS patterns on a substrate without damaging it.
This was carried out successfully through a photolithography process and dry etching [20]. To pattern
PDMS on a 6”-Si substrate, 8.5-µm-high AZ9260 PR was patterned by performing a photolithography
process. PDMS shows different elasticity values depending on the ratio of the subject and hardener.
In this experiment, using Dow Corning Sylgard184, the main material and hardener are stirred in
a 10:1 ratio, and the bubbles that are produced during stirring are removed using a vacuum pump for
30 min. After conducting the spin-coating for PDMS at 5000 rpm for 5 min, a PDMS film is formed
on the photoresist. Next, the bubbles that were produced between the PDMS patterns and PDMS
during the spin coating are completely removed by using the vacuum pump for 1 h. Then, hardening
of the silicon wafer on which PDMS was spin coated, is conducted at 90 ◦C for 1 h. To form the PDMS
patterns, only the PDMS film should be removed through dry etching.

Figure 3a shows a cross-section of the PDMS film that was formed on the PR when designing
the RIE dry etching process. To remove the hardened PDMS film, which has a thickness of 4.1 µm,
dry etching was carried out using the RIE process. Figure 3b,c show the SEM images before and after
the RIE dry etching process. When the dry etching was conducted for 12 min, 4.3-µm-thick PDMS
was etched, and it was confirmed that there was a difference of about five times in the etching speeds
of PDMS and AZ9260 PR. By etching the PDMS with a low etching rate to obtain uniform PDMS
patterns with a height of 8 µm, damage to the Si substrate was prevented, and uniform PDMS patterns
were fabricated.
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Figure 3. (a) Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) on Si substrate, (b) surface of PDMS membrane,
and (c) dry etched Si substrate.

Figure 4a shows an image of PDMS patterned on 30-Å aluminum. Figure 4b shows the inclination
angles of the fabricated PDMS patterns. Figure 4c,d show the PDMS patterns fabricated with different
heights. The PDMS pattern technique that is developed in this study can form a PDMS pattern that
has a high aspect ratio because the inclination angle is almost 90◦, and it can easily control the height
of the PDMS pattern according to the photoresist type and the spin-coating speed.
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Figure 4. (a) PDMS on Si substrate, (b) surface of PDMS membrane, (c) and (d) dry etched PDMS on
Al substrate.

Furthermore, because the AZ9260 photoresist that is used as the mold plays the role of a protection
layer, there is an advantage in that the substrate will not be damaged; in addition, there is a benefit in
that the residues of the substrate will not be left behind, thereby supplementing all of the drawbacks
of the conventional PDMS pattern techniques.

2.3. Fabrication of Solenoid Structure

Figure 5 shows the solenoid structure that is used to apply stress on the TFPI structure using
the electromagnetic force. The permanent magnet was fabricated in a cylindrical shape with a 2-mm
diameter and 2-mm height. Aluminum, which is a paramagnetic material with a 1-mm diameter,
was used as the core of the solenoid; depending on the 200 and 300 winding turns of the coil having
a 50-µm thickness, the diameter of the solenoid is 2 mm and 2.6 mm, respectively, and the height is
2 mm [29]. In the lower solenoid structure, four solenoids were positioned and fixed at each corner.
In the upper solenoid structure, the permanent magnets are fixed at the same positions of the solenoids.
In this experiment, 720-µm-thick silicon wafers were used. Hence, by bonding two silicon wafers,
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a device with a thickness of about 1.4 mm was fabricated, with a 200-µm distance between the solenoid
and thepermanent magnet. When the elements are combined, there is a 200-µm-thick gap between the
solenoid and permanent magnet.

2.4. Measurement Method of TFPI-Type Infrared Detection Sensor

With respect to the measurements that were obtained using the TFPI-type IR light sensor that was
fabricated in this study, measurements were performed separately with the IR light wavelength
filter. For the IR light measurement of the wavelength filter part, a Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FT-IR) measurement device was used. By measuring the amount of penetrated IR light
after illuminating an object with IR light, FT-IR can be used to find information about the blackbody
inside the device, and then measure the transmittance, reflectance, and absorbance. Using the FT-IR
measurement device, the IR light in the 2.5–18 µm wavelength region was scanned and measured.
The wavelengths at which both destructive and constructive interference occurred were measured
according to the incident IR light wavelength. More accurate measurements are possible in a vacuum
state; however, because the electric current has to be applied on the device for the TFPI-type IR
detection sensor, the measurement was carried out by removing the IR light absorbance in air using
information that was related to the blackbody in air after taking measurements in the air state. For the
measurement with the IR wavelength filter, the IR light-sensing film was not fabricated on the lower
substrate, and after TMAH etching and 30-Å aluminum deposition, it was O2 plasma-treated and
bonded with the upper substrate in the vacuum state; afterwards, the measurement was conducted
separately while using the FPI filter.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Operation Principle

Figure 6 shows the operating principle of the fabricated device. The bolometer was fabricated
under the lower reflector, so that when IR light with a specific wavelength that penetrated the FPI was
incident on the bolometer, it was detected because of the change in the electrical resistance. To vary the
distance between the reflectors, the solenoids and permanent magnets were fixed on the acryl mold,
and by applying to the device a stress that was produced by the electromagnetic force, the distance
between the reflectors was varied. By setting the distance between the reflectors as 8 µm, IR light
with a wavelength of 16 µm was penetrated. Figure 6b shows the cross-section of the device in an
electromagnetic force-applied state. Because of the stress that was present owing to the electromagnetic
force between the solenoids and permanent magnets, the PDMS experienced stress from the outside
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and underwent deformation [30]. The TFPI was designed and fabricated in such a way that the filtered
transmittance wavelength was adjusted and operated by adjusting the distance between the upper
and lower mirrors, such that they are as high as the height of the strained PDMS patterns.
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3.2. Designing IR Transmittance and Reflectivity

To minimize the IR light that was absorbed in the silicon substrates, a 30-µm-thick substrate was
etched on the 740-µm-thick Si substrate. To perform etching on the Si substrate, SiO2 was patterned,
and while using the TMAH solution, etching was conducted. The Si substrates having a (111) lattice
structure were etched with an inclination of 54.7◦. Figure 7a shows the variation in the etching rate,
according to the TMAH concentration and temperature. Based on the measurement results, it was
found that when the temperature of the TMAH solution was higher and the concentration was lower,
the etching rate was faster. However, as the etching rate increased, the surface of the etched side
became rougher with lower uniformity. Figure 7b shows the cross-section of the etched Si substrate.
In this experiment, because the performance decreases as the surface of the Si substrate becomes
rougher, a 710-µm thickness was etched slowly by heating the 25% concentration TMAH solution
at 60 ◦C. Because etching is also conducted at a low rate on the SiO2 layer, which is used as a mask
layer when etching the Si substrate while using TMAH solution, the surface of SiO2 becomes rough
and its uniformity becomes low. In this experiment, because the uniformity of the Al that was used
as a mirror was an important factor, the SiO2 that was grown on both sides of the Si substrate was
removed using dilute hydro fluoric acid (DHF) solution. Because materials, such as Ag and Au, have
close to 100% transmittance in the far-IR light region, Al having a transmittance of about 95% was
chosen for the upper IR light reflector [20,28]. For FPI, the reflectivity of the reflector is one of the most
important factors. When a material has a high reflectivity, the full width half maximum (FWHM) is
narrow, thereby increasing the sharpness of the penetrating IR light, and thus, the FPI’s performance
is improved. However, there is a disadvantage in that it is difficult to identify the noise because the
transmittance decreases as the reflectivity increases. Therefore, in this study, to realize a design such
that the IR light is incident on the bolometer with an appropriate transmittance, the transmittance of
the Si substrate and Al was also considered in addition to the transmittance of Al itself. We previously
confirmed the variation in the IR transmittance according to the thickness of aluminum [20]. Using the
TMAH solution, the silicon substrate was etched 710 µm vertically; on the remaining 30-µm-thick
Si substrate, the IR transmittance was measured while increasing the thickness of Al from 10 Å to
100 Å in steps of 10 Å. It was confirmed that as the thickness of Al increased, the transmittance
decreased sharply, and at a thickness that is greater than or equal to 50 Å, almost no IR light penetrated.
This experiment was conducted by depositing Al of thickness 30 Å having about 30% transmittance.
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3.3. Performance Evaluation of TFPI-Type Infrared Light Sensor

Figure 8a shows the voltage characteristics that were obtained by applying electric currents
on the solenoids having different numbers of winding turns. When compared to the solenoid with
200 winding turns, the solenoid with 300 winding turns has about two times higher resistance.
Figure 8b shows the temperature characteristics that were obtained by applying electric currents on the
solenoids with different numbers of winding turns. The solenoids with 200 and 300 winding turns had
a temperature of 200 ◦C at an electric current of 650 mA and 400 mA, respectively. At a temperature
of 200 ◦C or higher, the permanent magnet loses its magnetic force owing to the decreased magnetic
flux density. Therefore, in this experiment, a maximum current of 600 mA was applied by using the
solenoid with 200 winding turns. Further, in this experiment, to minimize the errors of the bolometer
that are caused by heat produced from the solenoids, the bolometer was positioned sufficiently far
from the solenoids; however, in future, this can be achieved by heat-isolating the bolometer.

Figure 9a shows the variation in the mechanical force of the solenoid and the height of the
PDMS pattern, according to the theoretical electric current. Theoretically, according to Ampere’s law,
the internal magnetic field of the solenoid is defined as:

B = µ × (N/l) × I (1)

where µ is the transmittance of the solenoid core; the aluminum used as core has a transmittance of
about 1. N denotes the number of winding turns, l is the length of the coil, and I is the applied current.
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As the current increases, the electromagnetic force that is applied on the solenoid increases linearly.
Because of the electromagnetic force between the solenoid and permanent magnet, the stress is applied
on the PDMS pattern, and thus, the height varies according to the deformation of the PDMS pattern.
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Figure 9b shows the height deformation of PDMS patterns according to the force that is applied
between the solenoid and permanent magnet. The deformation was experimentally obtained from
the measured spectra. As the force increases, it can be seen that the deformation of the PDMS pattern
decreases non-linearly. Here, to determine the reciprocal of the slope of deformation of the PDMS
pattern according to the force, the spring constant of the PDMS pattern is shown. In the linear section,
the spring constant of the PDMS pattern was measured as about 163.6 m/N. Because the spring
constant gradually decreases, it is expected that the degree of deformation of the PDMS pattern will be
saturated at a certain amount of force.
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and (b) deformation of PDMS as a function of the mechanical force of solenoid.

Figure 10 shows the variation in the peak wavelength and FWHM, according to the applied
current. The FWHM indicates the width of the wavelength at a given position, which is half of the
maximum and minimum values of the transmittance. The FWHM is one of the measures that determine
the resolution of FPI, and as the FWHM becomes narrower, the resolution becomes higher. When the
current of 600 mA was applied, a peak wavelength shift of about 4 µm was observed. This means
that, owing to the electromagnetic force that is caused by the applied current, a deformation of about
2 µm occurred in the thickness of the PDMS pattern. In the case when a current of 200 mA was first
applied, it could be seen that there was a shift in the wavelength with the largest width. As confirmed
in Figure 10, because there was a greater deformation of the PDMS pattern owing to the greater stress,
the wavelength shift decreased as the electric current increased.
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Figure 11 shows the IR transmittance as a function of the applied current in the state where
the current is not applied to the solenoid. The optical performance of the TFPI is summarized in
Table 1. When the order of the interference is 1 and the medium between the mirrors is air, theoretically,
the peak IR transmittance wavelength should appear at the wavelength corresponding to twice
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the distance between the mirrors. In this study, by designing the PDMS pillar as 8 µm, the peak
transmittance wavelength of IR light theoretically appears at 16 µm. In the case where no current was
applied, the wavelength characteristics were seen with an error of about 100 nm between the actual
measurement and theoretical value. When a current of 200 mA was applied on the solenoid, the IR
light transmittance was constant, and compared with the case without the electric current, the peak
transmittance wavelength shifted by about 2 µm. When currents of 400 mA and 600 mA were applied,
it was confirmed that the peak transmittance wavelength shift decreased, and the peak transmittance
wavelength shifted by 11.7 µm. By comparing the transmittance wavelengths of the IR light according
to the currents that are applied on the solenoid, it was found that the peak wavelength shifted with an
increase in the applied current. In TFPI, the free spectral range (FSR) should be considered, which is
the distance of the peak transmittance wavelength between the orders of interference. That is, FSR
corresponds to the wavelength region from 16 µm to about 8 µm, at which a peak wavelength appears
when the order of interference is 1 and 2, respectively. Therefore, a shift of the peak wavelength
according to the applied current is possible up to a maximum of 8 µm, where the wavelengths do not
overlap. In the fabricated device, when the current of 600 mA was applied, there was an overlap in the
peak transmittance wavelengths when the order of the interference was four. Therefore, the fabricated
device facilitates IR detection of certain wavelengths only up to the order of an interference of three.

4. Conclusions

In this study, TFPI for far IR light was fabricated by applying the PDMS pattern technique.
The conventional TFPIs were operated by producing an electrostatic force between mirrors, by applying
current on the upper and lower mirrors to adjust the distance between them. However, because the
distance between the mirrors is adjusted by applying an electromagnetic force on them, the mirrors
have to be very thin, and thus, when the electromagnetic force is applied, the mirrors were bent, and the
parallelism was deteriorated. Furthermore, to shift the wavelength, a very high voltage is needed,
and there is a drawback in that fabrication is difficult in the long-wavelength region. To address this
issue, in this study, a wavelength filter was fabricated to filter the IR light of the mid- and far-IR light
regions; as compared to the conventional TFPI, there is an advantage in that there is a large shift in
the spectrum.
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Table 1. Summary of wavelength tuning performance.

Drive Current (mA) 0 200 400 600
Fabry-Perot gap (µm) 8 6.75 6.25 6
Peak wavelength (µm) 15.8 13.5 12.2 11.7
3-dB BW, FWHM (µm) 8.3 10.2 13 14.7

FSR (µm) 8 7 6 5
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Furthermore, a novel PDMS pattern technique was developed while using photolithography
and RIE dry etching. The developed PDMS pattern technique facilitates the fabrication of patterns
having high aspect ratios without causing any damage to the substrates. Furthermore, it has another
advantage in that because PDMS can be patterned with a very low height, it can be applied to TFPI
fabrication for not only the mid- and far-IR light regions, but also the visible-light region or near
the IR light region. When a current of 600 mA was applied to the solenoid, the thickness of PDMS
was changed from 8 µm to 6 µm, resulting in a peak wavelength shift of about 4 µm. A specific IR
wavelength can be selected by adjusting the air etalon gap and the thermal IR detector senses the
transmitted IR wavelength and converts it into electrical signal by changing the resistance of the
thermal IR detector. The TFPI-type wavelength filter that realizes an improved performance and can
operate in the far IR light region when compared to the conventional TFPI-type wavelength filter was
developed and applied to IR light detection sensor. Because IR light in various wavelength regions can
be detected using a single device, this technique has potential for application in various areas, such as
automobiles, food, and military applications.
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